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Abstract 
We investigate how the dimension of a set X contained in 1, can change as p is varied. 
Assume 1 < s < p < q < r < 03, and X C_ 1, c I, G 1,. An example shows that dim, X can 
be greater than dim, X. A result states that if dim, X > dim, X, then dim, X = dim,- X + 1, 
dim, X = dim, X, and X is not a subset of I,. Another example shows that it is possible that 
dim, X > dim, X. 
It is shown, for example, that the dimension of the rational points in 12 is zero when this set is 
viewed as a subset of 1, where p > 2. There is a positive dimensional closed subset of I, whose 
projection onto each coordinate axis is a two point set: this subset admits a natural topological 
group structure. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that a subset X of the separable Banach space I, is also a subset of 1, 
for q > p. Many properties of such an X in 1, will transfer to I,. For example, connect- 
edness and compactness will transfer. Other properties, including topological dimension, 
will not transfer, as we will show. 
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the extent to which the topological 
dimension transfers. We show that, for 1 < p < q < T < co, and X C I, that dim, X 6 
dim, X + 1, that it is possible for dim, X > dim, X, but if dim, X > dim, X, then 
dim, X = dim, X and X is not a subset of 1, for any s < p. We also give an example 
Y such that dim, Y > dim, Y = 0, but we are unable to compute dim, Y. We can only 
show that. in l,, Y is connected. 
Interestingly, the example where dim, X = dim, X + 1 can be chosen to have its 
projection onto each coordinate axis be a two point set. So chosen this example admits a 
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natural topological group structure, the group coming from viewing the space, roughly, 
as a subset of 2w and inheriting the “Cantor group” structure making it a complete totally 
disconnected positive dimensional (in I,) topological group in which all elements have 
order less than or equal to two. 
As a byproduct of the above results we have that the Erdos space (see [2]), the set of 
rational points in 12, has dimension 0 when viewed as a subset of 1, for q > 2; more 
generally, the set of rational points in 1, has dimension 0 in I, for q > p. 
2. Notation and basic facts 
Let lRco denote the set of sequences of real numbers; a sequence 0 E R” will be 
denoted by (a(l), u(2), g(3), . . .). The product topology makes R” into a topological 
space. The origin is denoted by 0 = (O,O, 0,. . .). For 1 < p < cc, by I, we mean the 
Banach space whose point set is (0 E R”: C Ig(i)]P < cc}, with norm IjjlP given by 
IHIP = E ldi)lP) l/P Let d, denote the distance given by the 2, norm. For X C_ I,, in . 
order to make things clear, we will sometimes write (X, dp) to indicate that the topology 
on X being considered is the 1, topology, and dim, X will refer to the dimension of 
(X, dP). For (T E Z,, B!(a) denotes the closed E-ball about g in 1,. 
We give some basic facts relating the different topologies for sets which are in both 
I, and 1,. We assume 1 < p < q < 03, and g E l,, and X C 1,. 
Fact 1. 1, C 1,. 
Fact 2. IHIp 3 Il4. 
It immediately follows from this that: 
Fact 3. The identity map i : (X, dp) + (X, dp) is continuous. 
Fact 4. A sequence {ai} in I, converges to 0 if and only if {gi} converges to 0 pointwise 
and { l]a&,} converges to Ilollr,. 
It follows from Fact 3 that if a sequence {02} in 1, converges to 0 in I,, then {ci} 
converges to (T in 1,. We also have: 
Fact 5. If {Ti} is a sequence in I, which converges to r E I, in the I, topology, then 
lims411~illp~ G II%. 
From Fact 5 we have: 
Fact 6. BE(a) is a closed set in t,. 
For more on these spaces, the reader is referred to [3] and [4]. For information on 
dimension theory, the reader is referred to [l]. 
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3. Some results 
Theorem 3.1. If 1 < p < q < cm, then dim, X < dim, X + 1. 
Proof. Let h : (X, dP) -+ (X, dq) x [0, IXJ) be defined by h(a) = (a, IloljP). We will show 
that h. is a homeomorphism; this will mean that (X, &,) can be embedded in (X, dp) x R, 
so the theorem will be proved. 
The first component is obviously one to one and, by Fact 3, is continuous. Since the 
norm function is also continuous, h is one-to-one and continuous. To see that h-’ is 
continuous, let {a} and g be in 1, such that {(ai, Il~ill,)} converges to (a, 11~11,) in
h(X). It follows that {gi} converges to 0 in l,, thus by Fact 4, {gi} converges to (T 
pointwise; also the second coordinate gives that IlgillP converges to l(o[jP. By Fact 4, 
{gi} converges to (T in Z,, so h-’ is continuous. 0 
Theorem 3.2. If 1 6 p < q < r < co, X C l,, and dim, X = n, then dim, X 6 n. 
Assuming 1 < s < p < q < r < 00, X c l,, and that dim, X > dim, X, Theorem 3.1 
states that dim, X = dim, X + 1. Theorem 3.2 then gives that dim, X < dim, X, but 
using Theorem 3.1 again, dim, X > dim, X. Applying Theorem 3.2 once more, X is not 
a subset of 1,: otherwise dim, X < dim, X. We put all of this together in the following: 
Corollary 3.3. If 1 < s < p < q < r < CO, X C l,, and dim, X > dim, X, then 
dim, X = dim, X + 1, dim, X = dim, X, and X is not contained in 1,. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.2, we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose 1 < p < q < 00, and n, E > 0 are given. There is a t > 0 such 
that if a E l,, Ilaliq = E, andfor all i, lo(i)1 < t, then IlollP > n. 
Proof. Choose t such that (fJl”)/(f-“) l/P > n. Then: 
SO 
&Q’P < (tg-p)““( c Ic7(i)lP)l!T’ = (tq-p)“q~llp. 
By the choice oft, n < (@/P)/(tq--P)‘IP < Ilollp. 0 
Lemma 3.4 says that if p < q, then {(T E 1,: Ilallq = E} can be written as a union of 
two sets, one having large p-norm (at least n), and another having a coordinate which is 
large (at least t). 
Lemma3.5.Zfl<p<q<r<ca, n,E>Oaregiven,andXGl,(withOEX)is 
bounded by n in the p-norm and satis$es dim, X = 0, then there is a clopen set C in 
(X, dq) contained in X n B:(O) and containing 0. 
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Proof. Apply Lemma 3.4 to find t corresponding to the E and n of this lemma. The set 
T = {c E X: there is i such that In(i)1 3 t} is closed in (X, d,), hence there is a clopen 
set 0 (in (X, d,)) containing 0 such that 0 n T = 0. By Fact 3, 0 is clopen in (X, d,). 
We claim that C = 0 n B,9(0) is clopen in (X, dp). If g E bd(C), then 11g114 = E and 
0 $! T, so Ig(i)l < t for all i. But by the choice of t, this means llallp > n which is 
impossible since X is bounded by n in the p-norm. 0 
By translating we get the following from Lemma 3.5: 
Lemma 3.6. Zf 1 6 p < q < r < co, and X C I, is bounded in the p-norm, then if 
dim, X = 0, dim, X = 0. 
Now we can show: 
Lemma3.7.Zfl<p<q<r<co, X~l,,anddim,X=O,thendim,X=O. 
Proof. By Fact 6, X l’BL(O) is closed in (X, d4), so, since X = lJ{X Bk(O): m E 
Z+}, X is a countable union of closed zero-dimensional sets in (X, d4), hence is zero- 
dimensional. 0 
Now it is easy to prove Theorem 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since dim, X = n, X can be written as a union of n + 1 zero- 
dimensional (in (X, d,)) sets. Applying Lemma 3.7, if Y is one of these sets, dim, Y = 0, 
consequently dim, X < n. 0 
Remark 3.8. In the above, it is also possible to substitute 00 for r. Thus if X C I,, p < q 
and dim, X = n, then dim, X < n, and dim, X < n + 1. 
4. Some examples 
Example 4.1. For 1 < p < 03, let rat(l,) denote the set of points in 1, with all coordi- 
nates rational. It is well known [2] that dim, rat(ZP) = 1, and that dim, rat(&) = 0. It 
follows from Theorem 3.2 using Remark 3.8, that dim, rat(l,) = 0 for q > p. 
There is also a “minimal” version of Example 4.1 in the sense that its projection onto 
each coordinate axis is a two point set. 
Example 4.2. For each p > 1, there is a subset X, of 1, satisfying: 
(1) X, is closed in I,, 
(2) dim, X, = 1, while if q > p, dim, X, = 0, 
(3) the projection of X, onto each coordinate axis is a two point set, 
(4) X, can be given a “Cantor group” structure, making it a topological group. 
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Construction. Fix p, and let 6 be the sequence given by 6(i) = (l/i)‘ln. Then 6 E 1, 
if q > p, but 6 $ 1,. Let W = {a E 1w”: for all i, g(i) = 6(i) or g(i) = 0}, and let 
X, = w n 1,. 
The properties (1) and (3) are trivial to verify. It follows from Theorem 3.2, using 
Remark 3.8 that for q > p, dim, X, = 0, giving half of property (2). We make use 
of Erdiis’ proof to show dim, X, 3 1 (dim, X, = 1 then follows from Theorem 3.1). 
Suppose 0 is an open set in (X,, dP) with diameter < 1 which contains 0; we will show 
0 has boundary. For each i E N, let ei be the element of 1, satisfying &i(j) = 0 if j # i, 
and ei(i) = S(i). Let ro = 0, and inductively, let T~+I = ri +E~+I if ri +E~+I E 0, and 
ri+i = r, otherwise. Since for each i, (jrzjI(n < 1, as ri E 0 and {IlrillP} is monotone 
increasing, the sequence 7 = (~1 (1 ), 7-z(2), . .) . IS in 1, and is the limit of {ri}. Observe 
that if ri+i = ri, then the distance from ri to X, \ 0 is less than (l/i + l)‘lP, and that 
for infinitely many i, ri+i = pi, because 6 $ 1,. Thus r is a boundary point of 0. 
The “Cantor group” structure is obtained as follows: for g, r E X,, define (T*T to be 
the sequence given by g*r(i) = g(i) + r(i) if either g(i) = 0 or r(i) = 0, and otherwise 
a*r(i) = 0. It is easy to check that * gives a topological group structure to X,. Note 
that all nonidentity points have order two. 
The next example shows that, if p < q , there is Y C 1, with dim, Y < dim, Y. 
Example 4.3. Let 1 < p < co. There is a subset YP of 1, such that dim, Yp = 0 and if 
p < q < co, then (Yp, d4) is connected; thus dim, Yp > 0. 
Before giving the examples, we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose N, E > 0, 1 < p < q < 00, and (T E 1,. Then B:(a) contains a 
point 7 oflp such that 11~1(~ > N. 
PrOOf. we will assume that (T is 0. Let rk be the point of 1, defined by rk(i) = 0 if 
i > k, and I = tk = &/(Ic’/q) if i < k. It is easy to check that ))T~I/~ = E. We are 
done if we show that for some k, IJrkllp > N. 
We have llTkllp/E = 117,&/117~11q = (~(tk)p)l’p/(~(tk)q)“q = @/p-1/q. Thus 
I1r& = e(k 1’P-“q), and so for large enough k. IIT~II~ > N. q 
Lemma 4.5. If 1 < p < q < cm, F is a closed set in (18, d,) which is nowhere dense in 
(l,, dp), and S is a sphere in (lp, dp), then F n S is nowhere dense in (S, dp). 
Proof. Let B denote the open dp ball whose boundary is S and suppose 0 is open 
in (S, dp); we must show F does not contain 0. By Fact 4, the 1, topology on S is 
equivalent to the product topology on S, so there is a product open set P in 1, such that 
P n S is a nonempty open set in (57, dp) and such that P n S C 0. Since F is nowhere 
dense in (lp, dp), and P is d, open, there is 0 E (B n P) \ F. Since P is d, open, there 
is an E > 0 such that B:(a) n 1, C P \ F. Then Lemma 4.4, B,9(o) n 1, contains points 
not in B. Using convexity, there is r E B!(a) n S C P n S C 0. So F does not contain 
0. 0 
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A closed set F separates a space X if X \ F = U U V where U and V are nonempty 
and open in X and U n V = 0. A space X is disconnected if and only if 0 separates X. 
The following lemma is easy: 
Lemma 4.6. Zf F is a nowhere dense closed subset of a dP sphere S, then F separates 
no ball in (IP, dP). 
Lemma 4.7. If (Al, d) is a complete metric space and C is a collection of countably 
many closed nowhere dense sets in AI none of which separates any ball in M. Then if 
K is a closed subset of U C, K does not separate A4. 
Proof. Let C = {C,: i 3 1) and suppose that K is closed, where M \ K = U U V 
with U, V nonempty, open, and U n V = 0. By taking a subset of K if necessary, we 
can assume that each point of K is in cl(U) n cl(V). Now we can inductively find a 
sequence {Bi: i 3 I} of balls in Al such that cl(&+i) C Bi, dim& < l/i, &nU # 0, 
Bin V # 0, and Bi flCi = 0. The last part can be done because no element of C separates 
any ball of (M, d). Then, by completeness, there is 2 E n &. It follows that 5 $! UC, 
but z E K. So K is not a subset of UC. 0 
Now the example. Let C be a countable collection of dP spheres such that (1, \ U C, dP) 
is zero-dimensional, and let Yp = I, \ UC. We only need to show that (Ypr d4) is 
connected. Supposing not, then (I,, d,) can be written as the disjoint union of a closed 
set F and two open sets U and V such that F n Yp = 0. By Fact 3, U and V are open 
and F is closed in (lP, dP). Then clearly F C U C, and is nowhere dense in (lP, dP). 
Thus Lemma 4.5 can be applied, and for each S E C, F n S is nowhere dense in (S, dP); 
applying Lemma 4.6, F n S separates no ball of (Ip, dP). Then Lemma 4.7 shows that 
F = U{F n S: S E C} does not separate (In, dP), giving a contradiction. 
The following question remains unanswered: 
Question. For 1 < p < 9, what are the possible values for (np, nq) where dim, X = nP 
and dim, X = nq, and nq > n,? 
Note Added in Proof. Recently the author and T. Dobrowolski have shown that all 
values with 0 < nP < ng are possible. 
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